Robots Producing Their Own Hierarchies with DOSA; The Dependency-Oriented Structure Architect
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Abstract—Hierarchical Control Structures are employed in a variety of robots. However, the choice of hierarchy to use affects the ability to control the environment. If a robot could help define the required control hierarchy, this would help avoid the engineer picking an invalid hierarchy and secure effective control. This paper proposes a methodology named DOSA (Dependency Oriented Structuring Architect) which allows a robot to define their own control hierarchy from experience. DOSA brings consistency to hierarchical control, using a clear understanding of hierarchies to encapsulate the heuristic approach an engineer uses and automate a process that requires specialised expertise.

Index Terms—Hierarchical, Control, Automation, Learning

I. INTRODUCTION

Hierarchical Structures are used across robotic solutions with variable success [1]–[3]. Hierarchies when built well have competence that outdoes non-hierarchical approaches [4]. It is a challenge to find a definition of a hierarchy that gives the required insight for an engineer to be able to produce a valid control hierarchy. Prescott identifies the difference between a layered system and a hierarchical system [5], but no clearer definition exists. Solutions to robotic problems that employ hierarchical controllers show that a hierarchy is formed from dependencies, where the control of one signal requires the control of another [6]. Dependencies therefore are key to understanding a hierarchical structure, which are something an engineer and perhaps an autonomous agent can deduce. The question then becomes whether these dependencies can be identified. This paper proposes the use of dependencies between input signals as a means of understanding the constraints on possible hierarchies. Then, these constraints can be used to identify a suitable plan of experimentation in the environment that would allow a suitable hierarchy to be deduced. This framework for deriving hierarchies can be used to identify valid hierarchies, improving a control engineer’s derivation of the hierarchy and in turn improving control.

II. DOSA; THE DEPENDENCY-ORIENTED STRUCTURING ARCHITECT

A. How Dependencies Could Identify the Hierarchy

To briefly consider closed loop control, a controller should output to all actuators that it needs control over. It should not be outputting to actuators that do not affect the input signal being controlled. This would be at best inconsequential, or more likely counter-productive. This principle can reduce the possible hierarchies before attempting any combinations. Identifying which actuators affect which inputs is possible either with simple observation or automatically with Input-Output Analysis [7]. If a controller for a specific input is to hierarchically depend on another controller, it should be to control actuators that it is affected by and no other actuators. After all, a controller should not be directly or indirectly outputting to actuators that are inconsequential to the control task of that controller.

B. Stage One: Identifying Possible Hierarchical Constraints

For each input, the set of actuators that must be controlled can be identified. A controller for that input should only hierarchically delegate to a controller whose set of actuators is a subset of its own actuator set. This way, it will not end up outputting to an actuator that it does not require for control. If a robotic arm with motors and sensors at each joint are considered, there would be some clear findings.

- The position of the hand is affected by the wrist joint, the elbow joint and the shoulder joint.
- The position of the wrist is affected by the elbow and shoulder joints, but not the wrist joint.
- The position of the elbow is only affected by the shoulder joint.
- Nothing changes the position of the shoulder, so the position of the shoulder need not be considered.

By examining these subsets, invalid hierarchies can be identified, as detailed in Fig. 1. The possible combinations of hierarchically arranged controllers is reduced by understanding the inputs they affect.
Fig. 1. A table showing which inputs are affected by which actuators above and an example controller for those inputs and actuators below. This controller is invalid when considering the constraints from the table above. The elbow position control signal (A) outputs to the elbow joint actuator (B) indirectly. The table indicates the elbow position is not dependent on the elbow joint, making the hierarchy invalid.

C. Stage Two: Identify Resolution Order

The agent can now developmentally experiment to work out which hierarchy is best, but a suitable order is required to allow this developmental progression. This becomes a simple logic problem, since no controller should be processed before any possible subordinate controller is processed. Therefore, controllers need to be added to the queue such that no possible subordinate is added after it.

- Make a list of every controller and the set of actuators it must output to.
- For each controller’s actuator set, identify how many other controller’s actuator set is a subset.
- Every controller that has no subsets among the other controller’s actuator sets is safe to process, as it has no possible subordinates in the remaining controllers. Add all those controllers to the resolution queue, and remove them from the list.
- If the list is empty, the task is complete. Otherwise, return to the second step.

D. Section Three: Identifying a Suitable Hierarchy Through Progressive Experimentation

Each controller can now be progressively added, attempting the possible different arrangements that would meet the constraints of that controller. Fig. 2 demonstrates the addition of a second controller and the valid arrangements including this controller. Given an optimisation algorithm to tune the controller’s parameters, the best arrangement can be selected that minimises error over all controllers. This could be either hierarchically placed on top of one or more existing controllers or entirely aside from them. The process is complete once all controllers have been added in the resolution order. This process can streamline the complex process of trying all hierarchical configurations and make obtaining hierarchies practical and led by unifying methodology.

III. LIMITATIONS, DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper details a methodology named DOSA that can derive hierarchies from experience in the environment. Also, this paper clarifies the nature of a hierarchy and how dependencies are critical to the definition and deployment of a hierarchy. This paper only considers simple scenarios, so more complex scenarios need to be considered to allow a wide application for DOSA. Such examples would be inputs that have complex relationships with actuators (such as multiple actuators being required to change an input value). Input-Output analysis covers understanding many complex input-output relationship [8], [9] but testing that these work in control specific environments is required. Furthermore, this paper doesn’t cover the required action if inputs have an identical actuator set. A variety of solutions have been derived by hand, including a hierarchy for the arm used in Living Control Systems 3. The next steps are to automate DOSA and apply it on a simple robotic control system that would typically be solved by a cascade controller. Input-Output analysis shall be used for stage one and evolutionary algorithms to optimise in step three. The long-term objective of this work is to have agents be able to fully derive and optimise their own control hierarchies independent of a human engineer. This would save required time, expertise and guarantee a consistent and effective control hierarchy.
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